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Case Transfer Process between Duty and Assessment Team / 
Child in Need Teams and Children in Care and Care Leavers 

Team 
 

Overarching Principles 
 
Child focus 
The primary consideration in all case transfer decisions and negotiations must be the needs 
and best interests of the child/young person and their family. 
 
Siblings already open to Children in Care and Care Leavers Team 
Wherever possible and if this is in the children’s best interest, one Social Worker should be 
allocated to work with all the children within the family. 
 
No delay 
Transfer should not cause delay to social work intervention with families and should not cause 
delay in the progression of the child's plan. 
 
Flexibility 
This policy must be used flexibly and with discretion between teams in order to provide high 
quality services for children and their families. This will involve professional judgement, 
assessment, cooperation and effective communication between Practice Leads / Principal 
Managers and the teams they manage. 

 
One service 
The successful transfer from the Duty and Assessment Team (DAT)/Child in Need (CiN) 
Team to Children in Care and Care Leavers (CiCCL) Team is dependent upon both the 
current allocated worker and the receiving worker being responsible for adhering to expected 
transfer standards. 
 
 

Procedure for transfer between Child in Need Team and Children in Care 
and Care Leavers Team for children with a plan of long term care 

CiN Principal Managers and the CiCCL Principal Manager will meet on a monthly basis to 
identify and track those children where the final plan is likely to be long term care. 

The Principal Manager for CiCCL Team will ensure that a Social Worker and Community 
Support Worker (CSW) from the team is identified to attend the final Care Planning Meeting 
to enable the CiCCL Social Worker to gather an understanding of the child and their family 
and be able to discuss any issues relating to appropriate long term planning including contact 
planning, direct work, support services and finance.   

The Principal Manager for the CiCCL Team will attend the final Legal Planning Meeting to 
enable oversight of the plan for the child. 

In the case of Care Proceedings, the CiN Social Worker will retain responsibility until the 
proceedings are concluded.   
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Where there are no proceedings ongoing, cases should be transferred from the CiN Team or 
DAT to the CiCCL Team at the point that a Permanence Plan for a child to remain in care is 
agreed at a Child in Care Review. This Care Plan should be formulated and agreed at a Care 
Planning Meeting prior to the four-month Child in Care Review. 

 
Procedure for transfer between Child in Need and Children in Care and 
Care Leavers for children with a plan of adoption 
 
Principal Managers from CiN Teams and CiCCL Team will meet on a monthly basis with 
Together for Adoption (TFA). This meeting will track all children whose final care plan may be 
one of adoption.  

The Adoption Social Worker from CiCCL will attend the Agency Decision Maker (ADM) 
meeting to enable information to be gathered to support family finding should the final plan 
be one of adoption for the child. 

The Adoption Social Worker will also attend the Profile Meeting which must take place within 
10 days of the Agency Decision Maker ratifying the plan of adoption.   

The CiN Social Worker will maintain full case responsibility until the Care Proceedings are 
concluded. 

The CiN Social Worker will be responsible for updating the Child’s Permanence Report (CPR) 
before the case transfers to the CiCCL Team. 

 
Procedure for transfer of social work responsibility 
 
All decisions for transfers should be based on the best interest of the child at that time. When 
transferring the following process should be followed: 

The child / young person’s case file should be fully complete, with an up to date Care plan, 
Case Summary, Personal Education Plan and all statutory visits recorded. Any legal 
documents should be recorded or the SharePoint link documented within the Transfer 
Summary. 

A  Transfer Summary should be completed and the file should be audited by the Practice 
Lead / Principal Manager in CiN before the case transfers. See Appendix 1: Case Transfer 
Checklist  
 
If siblings are being transferred, the expectation is that this is made clear and that plans/tasks 
are clarified in the Transfer Summary. The Transfer Summary should include clear contact 
and financial arrangements, dates of meetings arranged, court dates, the last statutory visit 
undertaken and any agency commitments. 
 
Best practice is that introductory visits to the child and family should take place prior to any 
transfer. 
 
The child and their family and relevant agencies should be informed in writing of the change 
in Social Worker when a case is transferred. This is the responsibility of the CiN Social 
Worker. 
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A Transfer Meeting should take place between CiN Social Worker and Practice Lead and the 
CiCCL Social Worker and Practice Lead prior to the case transferring. 
 
Case responsibility will not transfer until all Eclipse records are fully up to date, with the 
Transfer Summary and the Case Transfer Checklist/Audit Form completed by the Social 
Worker and signed by the Principal Manager/ Practice Lead. 

The transfer of responsibility should be discussed and agreed between CiN/DAT Principal 
Managers and CiCCL Principal Manager and a date agreed for case transfer. Where this 
cannot be agreed, the matter should be escalated to Divisional Managers. 

Administration staff should be included in the transfer process.  It is the responsibility of both 
Social Workers to inform Admin of the date of transfer, ensuring that Eclipse has been 
changed and that financial arrangements are in place.   
 
Eclipse must be amended, however no case can be assumed to be transferred by simply 
amending Eclipse.  All previous stages must be completed and the Safeguarding Unit notified 
of the change. 
 

Placement with parents  
 
If a child is open to a team under Placement with Parent Regulations and that parent becomes 
pregnant the Pre-Birth Assessment should be undertaken by the same team /Social Worker 
who has case responsibility. This assessment will inform any decision to seek further legal 
advice and the nature of the plan going forward and that team will retain case responsibility 
to ensure the plan for the family is coherent and consistent.  
 

 
Relinquished children 
 
Following a request for a child (usually a baby or at pre-birth stage) to be relinquished, the 
DAT will undertake the assessment, the matter will then be transferred to the appropriate 
team best able to work with the parent/guardian and progress the child's plan as soon as 
possible. 

 
 
Child in Care who is pregnant  
 
In cases where the plan for both the Child in Care and the unborn child may be different and 
result in legal action for the unborn child, the assessment for the unborn child lies with the 
CiN Team who must undertake the Single Assessment and Pre-Birth Assessment in 
consultation with the child’s Social Worker. The roles and responsibilities for the respective 
Social Workers are different and the same Social Worker cannot undertake the Pre-Birth 
Assessment for the unborn child.  
 
Where the Child in Care is placed out of borough the case of the unborn child must be referred 
to the relevant Contact and Referral Team within that area.  It is the responsibility of that Local 
Authority to undertake the Pre-Birth Assessment.   
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Child in Care who will soon be 18 currently open to Child in Need/Duty 
and Assessment  
 
At this age, the main relationship that the young person needs to be building is with a Personal 
Adviser (PA) who will continue post 18. The role of the CiN Social Worker is to complete the 
Pathway Assessment and Plan with the young person, to confirm the areas they want the PA 
to work on with the young person and retain case responsibility as the worker with the 
relationship with that young person. As such, young people who will reach their 18th birthday 
within 3 months of any request to transfer will remain with the CiN Team to manage and 
support the transition to their PA.   
 

 
Children in Care where an application is made to discharge a Care Order 
 
When a Care Order is discharged for a Supervision Order the child and family will be 
supported through the auspices of CiN procedures and planning. Under these circumstances 
the case will transfer to CiN to manage and support for the period of the order.  
 
The Principal Manager of CICCL’s Team will liaise with CiN Principal Managers when such 
cases arise with a view to a Social Worker from CIN being allocated. As with all transfers, the 
child’s file will be up to date and a Transfer Meeting should take place between CiN Social 
Worker and Practice Lead and the CiCCL Social Worker and Practice Lead prior to the case 
transferring. The point of transfer will be following the initial CIN planning meeting and it’s an 
expectation that the allocated social worker and/or their Practice Lead will attend. 
 
 

 
 
 
VERSION CONTROL 

Area of Document: Updated By: Date: 
Case Transfer Process Between Teams 
Practice Guidance produced to replace 
Case Transfer Process Between Teams 
and Checklist 2016 

Principal Managers, CiN / CiCCL 
CYP Policy Officer  
 

May 2021 
 
 
 
 

   

   

This document forms part of, and should be read alongside, the Halton Children and 
Young People Social Care Online Procedures Manual. 

https://www.proceduresonline.com/halton/cs/index.html
https://www.proceduresonline.com/halton/cs/index.html
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CASE TRANSFER CHECKLIST 
 

Worker Name: 
 
 

Eclipse No.: Child’s Name: DOB: 

 

FILE INFORMATION (To be completed by Social Worker or Manager) Done 
() 

MY CLIENT Basic details recorded and up to date (E.g. Classifications: 
ethnicity, religion, DOB, correct current address, tel nos, school etc) 
 

 

Stat visits completed and authorised.  Management rationale for any 
gaps 
 

 

Observations up to date and Assessments (inc Pathway assessment 
where appropriate) completed 
  

 

CiC Placement Plan, Case Summary and Care Plan/Pathway Plan 
completed 
 

 

PEP completed where appropriate 
 

 

CPR Completed and saved on child’s file 
 

 

Final Court Order and any specialist reports (e.g. Psychological, ISW) 
saved ton child’s file 
 

 
 
 

Completed and authorised Placement with Parent documentation (where 
appropriate) 
 

 

Transfer Summary authorised on Eclipse by Line Manager 
 

 

If applicable, financial information amended.   

  

MANAGER’S AGREEMENT FOR TRANSFER 

  
 

Date:  

CLERICAL OFFICER TASKS Done 
() 

All Scanning updated on Carefirst/Eclipse 
 

 

 
 


